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OPERATORS ON ANTI-DUAL PAIRS:
LEBESGUE DECOMPOSITION OF POSITIVE OPERATORS
ZSIGMOND TARCSAY
Abstract. In this paper we introduce and study absolute continuity and sin-
gularity of positive operators acting on anti-dual pairs. We establish a general
theorem that can be considered as a common generalization of various earlier
Lebesgue-type decompositions. Different algebraic and topological characteri-
zations of absolute continuity and singularity are supplied and also a complete
description of uniqueness of the decomposition is provided. We apply the de-
veloped decomposition theory to some concrete objects including Hilbert space
operators, Hermitian forms, representable functionals, and additive set func-
tions.
1. Introduction
This paper is part of a unification project aiming to find a common frame-
work and generalization for various results obtained in different branches of func-
tional analysis including extension, dilation and decomposition theory. One impor-
tant class of such results are decomposition theorems analogous to the well known
Lebesgue decomposition of measures. What do we mean about analogous? In several
cases, transformations of a given system can be grouped into two extreme classes
according to the behavior with respect to their qualitative properties. These par-
ticular classes are the so-called regular transformations (i.e., transformations with
“nice” properties) and the so-called singular ones (transformations that are hard
to deal with). Of course, regularity and singularity may have multiple meanings
depending on the context. A decomposition of an object into regular and singular
parts is called a Lebesgue-type decomposition.
In order to understand a structure better, it can be effective to characterize its
regular and singular elements. This explains why a regular-singular type decompo-
sition theorem may have theoretic importance, especially when the corresponding
regular part can be interpreted in a canonical way. The prototype of such results is
the celebrated Radon-Nikodym theorem stating that every σ-finite measure splits
uniquely into absolutely continuous and singular parts with respect to any other
measure, and the absolutely continuous part has an integral representation. Return-
ing to the previous idea, the Radon-Nikodym theorem can be phrased as follows:
if we want to decide whether a set function can be represented as a point function,
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we only need to know if it is absolutely continuous or not. That is to say, in this
concrete situation, the appropriate regularity concept is absolute continuity.
In the last 50 years quite a number of authors have made significant contributions
to the vast literature of non-commutative Lebesgue-Radon-Nikodym theory – here
we mention only Ando [2], Gudder [17], Inoue [22], Kosaki [23] and Simon [30], and
from the recent past Di Bella and Trapani [7], Corso [8–10], ter Elst and Sauter
[13], Gheondea [16], Hassi et al. [18–21], Sebestye´n and Titkos [32], Szu˝cs [34], Vogt
[46].
The purpose of the present paper is to develop and investigate an abstract de-
composition theory that can be considered as a common generalization of many
of the aforementioned results on Lebesgue-type decompositions. The key observa-
tion is that the corresponding absolute continuity and singularity concepts rely
only on some topological and algebraic properties of an operator acting between
an appropriately chosen vector space and its conjugate dual. So that, the problem
of decomposing Hilbert space operators, representable functionals, Hermitian forms
and measures can be transformed into the problem of decomposing such an abstract
operator.
In this note we are going to investigate Lebesgue decompositions of positive op-
erators on a so called anti-dual pair. Hence, for the readers sake, we gathered in
Section 2 the most important facts about anti-dual pairs and operators between
them. We also provide here a variant of the famous Douglas factorization theorem.
Section 3 contains the main result of the paper (Theorem 3.3), a direct general-
ization of Ando’s Lebesgue decomposition theorem [2, Theorem 1] to the anti-dual
pair context. It states that every positive operator on a weak-* sequentially com-
plete anti-dual pair splits into a sum of absolutely continuous and singular parts
with respect to another positive operator. We also prove that, when decomposing
two positive operators with respect to each other, the corresponding absolute con-
tinuous parts are always mutually absolutely continuous. In Section 4 we introduce
the parallel sum of two positive operators and furnish a different approach to the
Lebesgue decomposition in terms of the parallel addition. In Section 5 we establish
two characterizations of absolute continuity: Theorem 5.1 is of algebraic nature, as
it relies on the order structure of positive operators. Theorem 5.3 is rather topo-
logical in character: it states that a positive operator is absolutely continuous with
respect to another if and only if it can be uniformly approximated with the other
one in a certain sense. Section 6 is devoted to characterizations of singularity, Sec-
tion 7 deals with the uniqueness of the decomposition. To conclude the paper, in
Section 8 we apply the developed decomposition theory to some concrete objects
including Hilbert space operators, Hermitian forms, representable functionals, and
additive set functions.
2. Preliminaries
The aim of this chapter is to collect all the technical ingredients that are necessary
to read the paper.
2.1. Anti-dual pairs. Let E and F be complex vector spaces which are inter-
twined via a sesquilinear function
〈·, ·〉 : F × E → C,
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which separates the points of E and F . We shall refer to 〈·, ·〉 as anti-duality and the
triple (E,F, 〈·, ·〉) will be called an anti-dual pair and shortly denoted by 〈F,E〉.
In this manner we may speak about symmetric and, first and foremost, positive
operators from E to F . Namely, we call an operator A : E → F symmetric, if
〈Ax, y〉 = 〈Ay, x〉, x, y ∈ E,
furthermore, A is said to be positive, if its “quadratic form” is positive semidefinite:
〈Ax, x〉 ≥ 0, x ∈ E.
Clearly, every positive operator is symmetric.
Most natural anti-dual pairs arise in the following way. Let E¯∗ denote the conju-
gate algebraic dual of a complex vector space E and let F be a separating subspace
of E¯∗. Then
〈f, x〉 := f(x), x ∈ E, f ∈ F
defines an anti-duality, and the pair 〈F,E〉 so obtained is called the natural anti-
dual pair. (In fact, every anti-dual pair can be regarded as a natural anti-dual pair
when F is identified with F̂ , the set consisting of the conjugate linear functionals
〈f, ·〉, f ∈ F .) Our prototype of anti-dual pairs is the system ((H,H), (· | ·)) where
H is a Hilbert space with inner product (· | ·).
Just as in the dual pair case (see e.g. [28]), we may endow E and F with
the corresponding weak topologies σ(E,F ), resp. σ(F,E), induced by the fami-
lies {〈f, ·〉 : f ∈ F}, resp. {〈·, x〉 : x ∈ E}. Both σ(E,F ) and σ(F,E) are locally
convex Hausdorff topologies such that
(2.1) E¯′ = F, F ′ = E,
where F ′ and E¯′ refer to the topological dual and anti-dual space of F and E,
respectively, and the vectors f ∈ F and x ∈ E are identified with 〈f, ·〉, and
〈·, x〉, respectively. We also recall the useful property of weak topologies that, for a
topological vector space (V, τ), a linear operator T : V → F is σ(F,E)-contionuous
if and only if
Tx(v) := 〈Tv, x〉, v ∈ V
is continuous for every x ∈ E.
This fact and (2.1) enables us to define the adjoint (that is, the topological
transpose) of a weakly continuous operator. Let 〈F1, E1〉 and 〈F2, E2〉 be anti-dual
pairs and T : E1 → F2 a weakly continuous linear operator, then the (necessarily
weakly continuous) linear operator T ∗ : E2 → F1 satisfying
〈Tx1, x2〉2 = 〈T ∗x2, x1〉1, x1 ∈ E1, x2 ∈ E2
is called the adjoint of T . In particular, the adjoint of a weakly continuous operator
T : E → F emerges again as an operator of this type. The set of weakly continuous
linear operators T : E → F will be denoted by L (E;F ). An operator T ∈ L (E;F )
is called self-adjoint if T ∗ = T . It is immediate that every symmetric operator (hence
every positive operator) is weakly continuous and self-adjoint.
Finally, we recall that a topological vector space (V, τ) is called complete if every
Cauchy net in V is convergent. Similarly, V is sequentially complete if every Cauchy
sequence in V is convergent. We shall call the anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉 weak-* (sequen-
tially) complete if (F, σ(F,E)) is (sequentially) complete. It is easy to see that
〈E¯∗, E〉 is always weak-* complete. It can be deduced from the Banach-Steinhaus
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theorem that, for a Banach space E, 〈E¯′, E〉 is weak-* sequentially complete (but
not weak-* complete unless E is finite dimensional).
2.2. Factorization of positive operators. Let 〈F,E〉 be an anti-dual pair and
A : E → F a positive operator. As we have already mentioned, A ∈ L (E;F ) and
A = A∗. Now we give the prototype of positive operators. Let H be a complex
Hilbert space and let T : E → H be a weakly continuous (i.e., σ(E,F )-σ(H,H)
continuous) linear operator, then the adjoint operator T ∗ : H → F is again weakly
continuous and the product T ∗T ∈ L (E;F ) is positive:
〈T ∗Tx, x〉 = (Tx |Tx) ≥ 0, x ∈ E.
On a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉, every positive operator
A ∈ L (E;F ) can be written as A = T ∗T . We sketch here the proof of this fact
because we will use the construction continuously; for more details the reader is
referred to [41, Theorem 3.1].
Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and let A ∈ L (E;F )
be a positive operator. Endow the range space ranA with the following inner prod-
uct:
(Ax |Ay)
A
:= 〈Ax, y〉, x, y ∈ E.
One can show that (· | ·)
A
is well defined and positive definite, hence (ranA, (· | ·)
A
)
is a pre-Hilbert space. Let HA denote its Hilbert completion so that ranA ⊆ HA
forms a norm dense linear subspace. The canonical embedding operator
(2.2) JA(Ax) = Ax, x ∈ E,
of ranA ⊆ HA into F is weakly continuous, hence JA extends to an everywhere
defined weakly continuous operator because of weak-* sequentially completeness of
F . We continue to write JA ∈ L (HA, F ) for this extension. The adjoint operator
J∗A ∈ L (E,HA) admits the canonical property
(2.3) J∗Ax = Ax ∈ HA, x ∈ E,
that leads to the useful factorization of A:
(2.4) A = JAJ
∗
A.
2.3. Range of the adjoint operator. Operators of type T ∈ L (E,H) will play
a peculiar role in the theory of positive operators, as we have seen, every positive
operator A on a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair admits a factorization
A = T ∗T through a Hilbert space H. In this section we describe the range of the
adjoint operator T ∗ ∈ L (H, F ). The key result is a variant to Douglas’ famous
range inclusion theorem [12] (for further generalizations to Banach space setting
see Barnes [6] and Embry [14]).
Theorem 2.1. Let 〈F,E〉 be an anti-dual pair and let H1,H2 be Hilbert spaces.
Given two weakly continuous operators Tj ∈ L (Hj , F ) (j = 1, 2) the following
assertions are equivalent:
(i) ranT1 ⊆ ranT2,
(ii) there is a constant α ≥ 0 such that
‖T ∗1 x‖2 ≤ α‖T ∗2 x‖2, x ∈ E,
(iii) for every h1 ∈ H1 there is a constant αh1 ≥ 0 such that
|〈T1h1, x〉|2 ≤ αh1‖T ∗2 x‖2, x ∈ E,
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(iv) there is a bounded operator D : H1 → H2 such that
T1 = T2D.
Moreover, if any (hence all) of (i)-(iv) is valid, then there is a unique D such that
(a) ranD ⊆ (kerT2)⊥,
(b) kerT1 = kerD,
(c) ‖D‖2 = inf{α ≥ 0 : ‖T ∗1 x‖2 ≤ α‖T ∗2 x‖2, (x ∈ E)}.
H1
H2
D F
T1
T2
Figure 1. Factorization of T1 along T2
Proof. Implications (i)⇒(iii), (iv)⇒(ii)⇒(iii) and (iv)⇒(i) are immediate. We only
prove (iii)⇒(iv): fix h1 inH1 and define a conjugate linear functional ϕ : ranT ∗2 → C
by
ϕ(T ∗2 x) := 〈T1h1, x〉, x ∈ E.
By (iii) one concludes that ϕ is well defined and continuous by norm bound ‖ϕ‖ ≤√
αh1 . The Riesz representation theorem yields then a unique representing vector
Dh1 ∈ ranT ∗2 such that
〈T1h1, x〉 = (Dh1 |T ∗2 x), x ∈ E, h1 ∈ H1.
It is easy to check that D : H1 → H2 is linear and that T2D = T1. Our only duty
is to prove that D is continuous. Take h2 ∈ (ranT ∗2 )⊥ and x ∈ E, then for any
h1 ∈ H1
(Dh1 |h2 + T ∗2 x) = (Dh1 |T ∗2 x) = (h1 |T ∗1 x).
This means that the domain of D∗ includes the dense set ranT ∗2 +(ranT
∗
2 )
⊥, hence
D is closable. By the closed graph theorem we conclude that D is continuous.
Observe also that D obtained above fulfills conditions (a)-(c) above. Indeed, (a)
and (b) are straightforward, and if (ii) holds for some α ≥ 0 then for x ∈ E and
u ∈ (ranT ∗2 )⊥ we have D∗u = 0 by (a). Consequently,
‖D∗(T ∗2 x+ u)‖2 = ‖T ∗1 x‖2 ≤ α‖T ∗2 x‖2 ≤ α‖T ∗2 x+ u‖2,
which implies ‖D∗‖2 ≤ α, hence D satisfies (c). Finally, the uniqueness follows
easily from (b). 
Corollary 2.2. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair. If
A,B ∈ L (E;F ) are positive operators such that B ≤ A, then there is a unique
positive contraction C ∈ B(HA) such that B = JACJ∗A.
Proof. Let HB stand for the auxiliary Hilbert space obtained by the procedure of
Subsection 2.2, with A replaced by B. Since B ≤ A, we have ‖J∗Bx‖2 ≤ ‖J∗Ax‖2 for
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every x ∈ E. By Theorem 2.1 there exists a bounded operator D ∈ B(HA,HB),
‖D‖ ≤ 1, such that JB = JAD, hence C := DD∗ satisfies
JACJ
∗
A = JBJ
∗
B = B.
The uniqueness of C follows easily from the fact that ranJ∗A = ranA is dense in
HA. 
The following range description of the adjoint operator is similar in spirit to [33],
cf. also [29].
Lemma 2.3. Let 〈F,E〉 be an anti-dual pair, H a Hilbert space and T : E → H a
weakly continuous linear operator. A vector y ∈ F belongs to the range of T ∗ if and
only if there exists my ≥ 0 such that
(2.5) |〈y, x〉|2 ≤ my‖Tx‖2, x ∈ E.
Proof. Assume first that y = T ∗h for some h ∈ H, then
|〈y, x〉|2 = |〈T ∗h, x〉|2 = |(Tx |h)|2 ≤ ‖h‖2‖Tx‖2, x ∈ E,
hence (i) implies (ii). Conversely, (ii) expresses precisely that the correspondence
Tx 7→ 〈y, x〉, x ∈ E,
defines a continuous anti-linear functional from ranT ⊆ H to C. The Riesz repre-
sentation theorem yields a vector h ∈ ranT such that
〈y, x〉 = (h |Tx) = 〈T ∗h, x〉, x ∈ E.
Consequently, y = T ∗h ∈ ranT ∗. 
2.4. Linear relations in Hilbert spaces. If A,B are positive operators on the
anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉 then we can associate the auxiliary Hilbert spaces HA,HB
with them along the procedure given in Subsection 2.2. The vast majority of the
results in this paper relies on some topological properties of a “mapping” sending
Ax of HA into Bx of HB . In general, this map is not a function (and thus not a
bounded operator). Such “multivalued” operators, i.e, linear subspaces of a product
Hilbert space H× K are called linear relations. In this subsection we gather some
basic notions and results of the theory of linear relations. For a comprehensive
treatment on linear relations one may refer to [4] and [18].
A linear relation between two Hilbert spaces H and K is a linear subspace T of
the Cartesian product H×K. Accordingly, T is called a closed linear relation if it
is a closed linear subspace of H×K. If T is a linear operator from H to K then the
graph of T is a linear relation. Conversely, a linear relation T is (the graph of) an
operator if and only if (0, k) ∈ T implies k = 0 for every k ∈ K. In other words, a
linear relation T is an operator if its multivalued part
mulT := {k ∈ K : (0, k) ∈ T }
is trivial. The domain, kernel and range of a linear relation T , denoted by domT ,
kerT and ranT , respectively, are defied in the obvious manner. A relation T is
called closable if its closure T is an operator, or equivalently, if
mulT = {k ∈ K : ∃(hn, kn)n∈N ⊂ T, hn → 0, kn → k}
is trivial. In the sequel, we shall also need the concept of the adjoint of a linear
relation. To this aim let us introduce the unitary operator
V (h, k) := (−k, h), h ∈ H, k ∈ K
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from H×K to K ×H. The adjoint of a linear relation T ⊆ H ×K is given by
T ∗ := [V (T )]⊥ = {(−k, h) : (h, k) ∈ T }⊥,
that agrees with the original concept of the adjoint transformation introduced by
J. von Neumann if T is a densely defined operator. Observe immediately that T ∗
is always closed such that T ∗∗ = T . For a pair of vectors (g, f) ∈ K ×H, relation
(g, f) ∈ T ∗ means that
(2.6) (k | g) = (h | f), for all (h, k) ∈ T .
In a full analogy with the operator case, the domain of the adjoint relation consists
of those vectors g such that
(2.7) |(k | g)|2 ≤ mg(h |h) for all (h, k) ∈ T
holds for some mg ≥ 0. Furthermore, we have the following useful relations:
(2.8) mulT ∗ = (domT )⊥ and domT ∗ = (mul T ∗∗)⊥.
In particular, the adjoint of a densely defined relation is a closed operator and
the adjoint of a closable operator is densely defined. Let P denote the orthogonal
projection of K onto mulT . The regular part Treg of T is defined to be the linear
relation
Treg := {(h, (I − P )k) : (h, k) ∈ T }.(2.9)
Actually, it can be proved that Treg is a closable operator and its closure satisfies
Treg = (T )reg,(2.10)
see [18, Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.5]. In particular, the regular part of a closed
linear relation is itself closed.
3. Lebesgue decomposition theorem for positive operators
Modeled by the Lebesgue–Radon–Nikodym theory of positive operators on a
Hilbert space (see e.g. [2] or [36]) we can introduce the concepts of absolute con-
tinuity and singularity of positive operators on an anti-dual pair. Let A and B be
positive operators on an anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉. We say that B is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to A (in notation, A ≪ B) if for any sequence (xn)n∈N of
E,
〈Axn, xn〉 → 0 and 〈B(xn − xm), xn − xm〉 → 0 (n,m→∞)
imply 〈Bxn, xn〉 → 0. On the other hand, we say that A and B are mutually
singular (in notation, A ⊥ B) if C ≤ A and C ≤ B imply C = 0 for any positive
operator C ∈ L (E;F ).
The main purpose of this section is to establish an extension of Ando’s Lebesgue
decomposition theorem [2, Theorem 1]. This states that every positive operator
B on a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair admits a decomposition B =
Ba + Bs where Ba ≪ A and Bs ⊥ A. Before passing to the proof, let us make a
few remarks.
The following constraction is analogous to the one developed in [36]. Let us
consider the Hilbert spaces HA,HB and the linear operators JA, JB, associated
with A and B, respectively. Introduce the closed linear relation
(3.1) B̂ := {(Ax,Bx) ∈ HA ×HB : x ∈ E}
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from HA to HB, and denote its multivalued part by M:
M := {ξ ∈ HB : (0, ξ) ∈ B̂}.
According to what has been said in Subsection 2.4, M is a closed linear subspace
of HB and one easily verifies that
(3.2) M = {ξ ∈ HB : ∃(xn)n∈N of E, 〈Axn, xn〉 → 0, Bxn → ξ in HB}.
It is easy to check that B ≪ A if and only if B̂ is a closed operator, or equivalently,
if M = {0}. Furthermore, since ranA ⊆ dom B̂, the adjoint relation B̂∗ is always
a single-valued operator from HB to HA such that
(3.3) (dom B̂∗)⊥ =M.
The next lemma describes the domain of B̂∗:
Lemma 3.1. For a vector ξ ∈ HB the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) ξ ∈ dom B̂∗,
(ii) there exists mξ ≥ 0 such that |(Bx | ξ)B |2 ≤ mξ〈Ax, x〉 for all x ∈ E,
(iii) JBξ ∈ ranJA.
In any case,
(3.4) JAB̂
∗ξ = JBξ, ξ ∈ dom B̂∗.
Proof. The equivalence between (i) and (ii) is clear due to (2.7) and the equivalence
between (ii) and (iii) follows from Lemma 2.3. Finally, for ξ ∈ dom B̂∗ and x ∈ E
we have
〈JAB̂∗ξ, x〉 = (B̂∗ξ |Ax)A = (ξ |Bx)B = 〈JBξ, x〉,
that proves (3.4). 
Let P stand for the orthogonal projection of HB onto M and set
(3.5) B̂reg := {(ζ, (I − P )ξ) : (ζ, ξ) ∈ B̂}.
Since B̂reg is the regular part (2.9) of B̂, [18, Theorem 1] and identity (2.10) yield
the following result:
Proposition 3.2. B̂reg is a densely defined closed linear operator between HA and
HB such that
B̂reg = {(Ax, (I − P )(Bx)) : x ∈ E}.
We can now prove our main result that establishes a Lebesgue-type decompo-
sition theorem for positive operators on a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual
pair:
Theorem 3.3. Let A,B be positive operators on a weak-* sequentially complete
anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉. Let P stand for the the orthogonal projection of HB onto M,
then
(3.6) Ba := JB(I − P )J∗B and Bs := JBPJ∗B
are positive operators such that B = Ba+Bs, Ba is A-absolutely continuous and Bs
is A-singular. Furthermore, Ba is the greatest element of the set of those positive
operators C ∈ L (E;F ) such that C ≤ B and C ≪ A.
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HB M⊥
Ba
I − P
J∗B JB
Figure 2. Factorization of the absolute continuous part
Proof. It is clear that Ba, Bs ∈ L (E;F ) are positive operators such that B =
Ba +Bs. In order to prove absolute continuity of Ba, we observe that
〈Bax, x〉 = ((I − P )J∗Bx | J∗Bx)B = ((I − P )(Bx) | (I − P )(Bx))B
= (B̂reg(Ax) | B̂reg(Ax))B ,
for x ∈ E, hence Ba is A-absolutely continuous according to Proposition 3.2.
Our next claim is to show the maximality of Ba. Let us consider a positive
operator C ∈ L (E;F ) such that C ≤ B and C ≪ A. By Corollary 2.2, there
is a unique positive operator C˜ ∈ B(HB), ‖C˜‖ ≤ 1, such that C = JBC˜J∗B. In
particular we have
〈Cx, y〉 = (C˜1/2(Bx) | C˜1/2(By))
B
, x, y ∈ E.
We claim that
(3.7) M⊆ ker C˜.
For let ξ ∈M and consider a sequence (xn)n∈N of E such that
(Axn |Axn)A → 0 and Bxn → ξ ∈ HB.
By continuity, C˜1/2(Bxn)→ C˜1/2ξ, and by A-absolute continuity,
(C˜1/2(Bxn) | C˜1/2(Bxn))B = 〈Cxn, xn〉 → 0,
whence Ĉξ = 0. This proves (3.7). Let now x ∈ E. By (3.7), C˜1/2P = 0. Conse-
quently,
〈Cx, x〉 = (C˜1/2(Bx) | C˜1/2(Bx))
B
= (C˜1/2(I − P )(Bx) | C˜1/2(I − P )(Bx))
B
≤ ((I − P )(Bx) | (I − P )(Bx))
B
= 〈JB(I − P )J∗Bx, x〉
= 〈Bax, x〉,
whence C ≤ Ba, as it is stated.
Finally, in order to prove that that Bs and A are mutually singular, let C ∈
L (E;F ) be a positive operator such that C ≤ A and C ≤ Bs. Then C + Ba ≤ B
so that C + Ba is A-absolutely continuous. By the maximality of Ba we conclude
that C +Ba ≤ Ba, i.e., C = 0. 
Remark 3.4. Observe that
B̂regJ
∗
Ax = (I − P )Bx = (I − P )J∗Bx
for any x in E, whence we obtain yet another useful factorization of the absolute
continuous part:
(3.8) Ba = (B̂regJ
∗
A)
∗(B̂regJ
∗
A).
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We close the section with an interesting property of the absolute continuous part.
Suppose that A,B are positive operators and let B = Ba + Bs be the Lebesgue
decomposition of B with respect to A in virtue of to Theorem 3.3, i.e.,
Ba = JB(I − P )J∗B
and Bs = JBPJ
∗
B. Here we have Ba ≪ A. Interchanging the roles of A and B, by
the same process we may take the Lebesgue decomposition of A with respect to B,
namely,A = Aa+As. We shall prove that the absolutely continuous partsAa andBa
are absolutely continuous with respect to each other, i.e., Ba ≪ Aa and Aa ≪ Ba.
This surprising property was discovered by T. Titkos in context of nonnegative
forms [42] and measures [44]. Theorem 3.6 below is not only a generalization of this
fact, it also reproves these results with a completely different technique.
Lemma 3.5. Let H and K be Hilbert spaces and let T be a closed linear relation
between them and denote by PT and QT the orthogonal projections onto mulT and
kerT , respectively. Then
S := {((I −QT )ξ, (I − PT )η) : (ξ, η) ∈ T }
is (the graph of) a one-to-one closed operator.
Proof. It is easy to see that kerT = mulT−1 and that kerT = kerTreg, furthermore
the regular part of a closed linear relation is closed itself, hence
S = (((Treg)
−1)reg)
−1
is a one-to-one closed operator. 
Theorem 3.6. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially anti-dual pair and let A,B ∈
L (E;F ) be positive operators. Then we have
Aa ≪ Ba and Ba ≪ Aa.
Proof. Let us continue to write P for the orthogonal projection onto mul B̂ and
let Q be the orthogonal projection onto ker B̂. Then, according to the preceding
lemma,
S := {((I −Q)ξ, (I − P )η) : (ξ, η) ∈ B̂}
is (the graph of) a one-to-one closed linear operator from HA to HB. Since we have
ker B̂ = mul B̂−1, it follows that
Ba = JB(I − P )J∗B, Aa = JA(I −Q)J∗A.
Consider a sequence (xn)n∈N in E such that 〈Aaxn, xn〉 → 0 and 〈Ba(xn−xm), xn−
xm〉 → 0, then (I−Q)Axn → 0 in HA and (I−Q)Bxn → η for some η ∈ HB. Since
S is closable it follows that η = 0 and hence that 〈Baxn, xn〉 → 0, thus Ba ≪ Aa.
A very similar reasoning shows that Aa ≪ Ba, but this time the closability of S−1
is used. 
Remark 3.7. We have only proved that the canonical absolute continuous parts
Aa and Ba have the property of being mutually absolute continuous. As we shall
see, the Lebesgue decomposition is not unique in general, so there might exist other
Lebesgue-type decompotitions differing from what we have constructed in Theorem
3.3. The statement of Theorem 3.6 is certainly not true for the absolutely continuous
parts of such Lebesgue decompositions.
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4. The parallel sum
Ando’s key notion in establishing his Lebesgue-type decomposition theorem was
the so called parallel sum of two positive operators. Inspired by his treatment,
Hassi, Sebestye´n, and de Snoo [19] proved an analogous result for nonnegative
Hermitian forms by means of the parallel sum as well. Parallel addition may also
be defined in various areas of functional analysis, e.g. for measures, representable
positive functionals on a ∗-algebra, and for positive operators from a Banach space
to its topological anti-dual, see [35, 39, 43]. In what follows we provide a common
generalization of those concepts.
The parallel sum A : B of two bounded positive operators on a Hilbert space
can be introduced in various ways, see eg. [1,15,24,27], cf. also [3,11]. Its quadratic
form can be obtained via the formula
(4.1) ((A : B)x |x) = inf{(A(x− y) |x− y) + (By | y) : y ∈ H},
that uniquely determines the operator A : B. Therefore, it seems natural to intro-
duce the parallel sum of two positive operators in the anti-dual pair context as an
operator whose quadratic form is (4.1) (the inner product replaced by anti-duality,
of course).
The existence of such an operator is established in the following result:
Theorem 4.1. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual and let
A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators. There exists a unique positive operator
A : B ∈ L (E;F ), called the parallel sum of A and B, such that
(4.2) 〈(A : B)x, x〉 = inf{(A(x− y) |x− y) + (By | y) : y ∈ E}, x ∈ E.
Proof. Let us consider the product Hilbert space HA ×HB and the weakly contin-
uous operator VA : HA ×HB → F arising from the densely defined one
VA(Ax,By) := Ax, x, y ∈ E.
A straightforward calculation shows that the adjoint V ∗A ∈ L (E;HA ×HB) fulfills
(4.3) V ∗Ax = (Ax, 0) ∈ HA ×HB , x ∈ E.
Consider the orthogonal projection Q of HA×HB onto B̂⊥. The positive operator
VAQV
∗
A ∈ L (E;F ) satisfies then
〈VAQV ∗Ax, x〉 = ‖Q(Ax, 0)‖2H
A
×H
B
= dist2((Ax, 0), B̂)
= inf
{‖(Ax, 0)− (Ay,By)‖2H
A
×H
B
: y ∈ E}
= inf{(A(x− y) |A(x− y))
A
+ (By |By)
B
: y ∈ E}
= inf{〈A(x− y), x− y〉+ 〈By, y〉 : y ∈ E}.
Hence A : B := VAQV
∗
A fulfills (4.2). 
In the next proposition we collected some basic properties of parallel addition:
Proposition 4.2. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and
let A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators. Then
(a) A : B = B : A,
(b) A : B ≤ A and A : B ≤ B,
(c) A1 ≤ A2 and B1 ≤ B2 imply A1 : B1 ≤ A2 : B2.
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Proof. Replacing y by x− y in (4.2) yields
〈(A : B)x, x〉 = 〈(B : A)x, x〉 for all x ∈ E,
that gives just (a). Properties (b) and (c) are immediate from (4.2). 
Note that the definition A : B = VAQV
∗
A of the parallel sum shows some asym-
metry in A and B, although we have A : B = B : A. If we define VB : HA×HB → F
by
V (Ax,By) = By, x, y ∈ E,
then we will get VBQV
∗
B = B : A and hence
VBQV
∗
B = VAQV
∗
A = A : B.
Lemma 4.3. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and let
(An)n∈N be an increasing sequence of positive operators, bounded by a positive op-
erator B ∈ L (E;F ):
An ≤ An+1 ≤ B, n = 1, 2, . . . .
Then (An)n∈N converges pointwise to a positive operator A ∈ L (E;F ), A ≤ B (i.e.,
〈Anx, y〉 → 〈Ax, y〉 for all x, y ∈ E).
Proof. Since we have
|〈(An −Am)x, y〉|2 ≤ 〈(An −Am)x, x〉〈(An −Am)y, y〉
≤ 〈(An −Am)x, x〉〈By, y〉
for every x, y ∈ E and every integer n ≥ m, it follows that, for every fixed x ∈ E,
(Anx)n∈N is a weak Cauchy sequence in F . By weak-* sequentially completeness,
there is a vector Ax ∈ F such that Anx→ Ax weakly. A straightforward calculation
shows that the pointwise limit A : E → F is a positive (hence weakly continuous)
operator such that A ≤ B. 
We are going to use this result in the following situation: let A,B ∈ L (E;F )
be positive operators on the weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉.
Letting An := (nA) : B, we have
An ≤ An+1 ≤ B, n = 1, 2, . . .
by Proposition 4.2. Lemma 4.3 tells us that the limit
〈[A]Bx, y〉 := lim
n→∞
〈((nA) : B)x, y〉, x, y ∈ E(4.4)
defines a positive operator [A]B ∈ L (E;F ) such that [A]B ≤ B. Our next claim in
what follows is to show that [A]B coincides with the A-absolutely continuous part
Ba of B:
[A]B = JB(I − P )J∗B .
To establish the last claim let us introduce the following linear subspaces Nα of
HA ×HB for every positive number α > 0 as follows:
(4.5) Nα := {(αAx,Bx) : x ∈ E} = {(Ax, α−1Bx) : x ∈ E},
and denote by Qα the orthogonal projection onto N⊥α . With the aid of the Qα’s we
provide useful factorizations for (αA) : B.
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Proposition 4.4. Let A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators on the weak-* sequen-
tially complete anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉 and let VA, VB and Qα as above. Then
(4.6) (α2A) : B = VBQαV
∗
B = α
2VAQαV
∗
A .
Proof. For every x ∈ E and α > 0 we have
〈VBQαV ∗Bx, x〉 = ‖Qα(0, Bx)‖2H
A
×H
B
= dist2((0, Bx),Nα)
= inf
{∥∥(0, Bx)− (Ay, α−1By)∥∥2
H
A
×H
B
: y ∈ E}
= inf
{〈Ay, y〉+ 〈B(x− α−1y), x− α−1y〉 : y ∈ E}
= inf
{〈(α2A)(x − z), x− z〉+ 〈Bz, z〉 : z ∈ E}
= 〈((α2A) : B)x, x〉,
which proves the first identity. The second one is proved by the same argument:
〈α2VAQαV ∗Ax, x〉 = ‖Qα(αAx, 0)‖2H
A
×H
B
= dist2((αAx, 0),Nα)
= inf
{‖(αAx, 0)− (αAy,By)‖2H
A
×H
B
: y ∈ E}
= inf{〈(α2A)(x− y), x− y〉+ 〈By, y〉 : y ∈ E}
= 〈((α2A) : B)x, x〉,
as it is claimed. 
The proof of identity [A]B = Ba relies on the ensuing lemma:
Lemma 4.5. Let A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators and let 0⊕ (I − P ) be the
orthogonal projection of HA ×HB onto {0} ×M⊥. Then Qn → 0⊕ (I − P ) in the
strong operator topology.
Proof. We proceed in three steps. First we prove that
(4.7) Qn(ζ, 0)→ 0, ζ ∈ HA.
To this aim take x ∈ E. Since (n2A) : B ≤ B, we obtain by Proposition 4.4 that
‖Qn(Ax, 0)‖2 = 〈VAQnV ∗Ax, x〉 =
1
n2
〈(n2A) : Bx, x〉 ≤ 1
n2
〈Bx, x〉 → 0.
The sequence (Qn)n∈N is uniformly bounded, hence (4.7) follows by standard den-
sity arguments.
Our next claim is to show
(4.8) Qn(0, ξ) = 0, ξ ∈ M
for every integer n. First observe that (n2A) : B ≤ n2A and hence (n2A) : B is
A-absolutely continuous. We have (n2A) : B ≤ B on the other hand, so (n2A) :
B ≤ Ba by Theorem 3.3. That yields
‖Qn(0, Bx)‖2 = 〈(n2A) : Bx, x〉 ≤ 〈Bax, x〉
= ((I − P )(Bx) | (I − P )(Bx))
B
= ‖(0⊕ (I − P ))(0, Bx)‖2.
Hence, by density, ‖Qn(0, ξ)‖2 ≤ ‖(0⊕ (I −P ))(0, ξ)‖2 for all ξ ∈ HB. This implies
(4.8).
In the final step of the proof we show that
(4.9) Qn(0, ξ)→ (0, ξ), ξ ∈M⊥.
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Since M⊥ = dom B̂∗, it suffices to prove (4.9) for ξ ∈ dom B̂∗ because of uniform
boundedness. Consider ξ ∈ dom B̂∗. According to Lemma 3.1 there is mξ ≥ 0 such
that
|(Bx | ξ)
B
|2 ≤ mξ〈Ax, x〉 for all x ∈ E.
Consequently,
‖(I −Qn)(0, ξ)‖2 = sup
{∣∣((nAx,Bx) | (0, ξ))∣∣2 : x ∈ E, ‖(nAx,Bx)‖2 ≤ 1}
= sup
{|(Bx | ξ)
B
|2 : x ∈ E, n2〈Ax, x〉 + 〈Bx, x〉 ≤ 1}
≤ sup{mξ〈Ax, x〉 : x ∈ E, n2〈Ax, x〉 ≤ 1}
≤ mξ
n2
→ 0.
The proof is complete. 
We can now prove the following result:
Theorem 4.6. Let A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators on the weak-* sequentially
complete anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉, then
(4.10) lim
n→∞
〈((nA) : B)x, y〉 = 〈JB(I − P )J∗Bx, y〉, x, y ∈ E.
In other words, [A]B is identical with the A-absolutely continuous part Ba of B.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 we infer that
〈[A]Bx, y〉 = lim
n→∞
〈(n2A) : Bx, y〉 = lim
n→∞
〈VBQnV ∗Bx, y〉
= 〈VB(0 ⊕ (I − P ))V ∗Bx, y〉 = ((0⊕ (I − P ))(0, Bx) | (0, By))
= ((I − P )(Bx) |By)
B
= 〈JB(I − P )J∗Bx, y〉,
that is, [A]B = Ba. 
5. Characterizations of absolute continuity
It is clear from Theorem 3.3 that a positive operator B is absolutely continuous
with respect to the positive operator A if and only if B is identical with its A-
absolutely continuous part Ba. In the light of this, Theorem 4.6 yields yet another
characterization absolute continuity, namely, B ≪ A if and only if
B = [A]B.
In particular, every A-absolutely continuous operator B on a weak-* sequentially
complete anti-dual pair can be obtained as the pointwise limit of a monotone in-
creasing sequence (Bn)n∈N such that Bn ≤ αnA for some nonnegative sequence
(αn)n∈N. For positive operators on a Hilbert space, Ando [2] introduced the concept
of being absolutely continuous just by this property. Adopting the rather expressive
terminology of [19], such a positive operator B will be called “almost dominated”
by A.
In the first result of this section we are going to show that almost dominated
operators are just the absolutely continuous ones:
Theorem 5.1. Let A,B be positive operators on the weak-* sequentially anti-dual
pair 〈F,E〉. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) B is absolutely continuous with respect to A.
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(ii) B is almost dominated by A, that is, there exists a monotone increasing
sequence (Bn)n∈N of positive operators in L (E;F ) and (αn)n∈N of positive
numbers such that Bn ≤ αnA and Bn → B pointwise on E.
Proof. Implication (i)⇒(ii) is clear from Theorem 4.6 and from what has been said
above. For the converse implication let (Bn)n∈N be a sequence satisfying (ii). By
Corollary 2.2, for any integer n there is a positive operator Cn ∈ B(HB), ‖Cn‖ ≤ 1,
such that Bn = JBCnJ
∗
B. We claim that
ranCn ⊆ dom B̂∗, n = 1, 2, . . . .(5.1)
For let ξ ∈ HB, then for every x ∈ E we have
|〈JBCnξ, x〉|2 = |(ξ |CnJ∗Bx)B |2
≤ ‖ξ‖2B‖CnJ∗Bx‖2B
≤ ‖ξ‖2B‖C1/2n J∗Bx‖2B
= ‖ξ‖2B〈Bnx, x〉
= αn‖ξ‖2B〈Ax, x〉
= αn‖ξ‖2B‖J∗Ax‖2A,
whence we conclude that JBCnξ ∈ ranJA by Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 3.1, Cnξ ∈
dom B̂∗, that proves (5.1). Since B is absolutely continuous precisely when B̂∗ is
densely defined, it suffices to prove that the union of ranges of the Cn’s is dense in
HB, or equivalently,
(5.2)
∞⋂
n=1
kerCn = {0}.
To check this identity take x ∈ E, then
‖Bx− Cn(Bx)‖2B = 〈Bx, x〉 − 2(CnJ∗Bx | J∗Bx)B + ‖Cn(Bx)‖2B
≤ 2〈Bx, x〉 − 2〈Bnx, x〉 → 0,
from which we deduce that Cn converges strongly to the identity operator of HB,
and this clearly implies (5.2). 
We remark that the existence of a Lebesgue-type decomposition can be proved
easily by means of (ii) with an elementary iteration involving parallel addition (see
[5] and [45]). Hovewer, the itaration itself does not guarantee the maximality of the
resulted absolutely continuous part.
In the rest of the section, our goal is to give a Radon–Nikodym type characteri-
zation of absolute continuity. In order to formulate our main result we need some
preliminaries.
Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete dual pair and consider two positive
operators A,B ∈ L (E;F ) on it. Denote by HA+B the corresponding auxiliary
Hilbert space, and by J := JA+B the natural embedding operator of HA+B into F .
A straightforward application of Lemma 2.2 gives then two positive contractions
CA, CB ∈ B(HA+B) such that
(CAJ
∗x | J∗y)
A+B
= 〈Ax, y〉, (CBJ∗x | J∗y)A+B = 〈Bx, y〉
for every x, y ∈ E. Our first technical lemma gives some characterizations of the
absolute continuity in terms of CA and CB:
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Lemma 5.2. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) B is absolutely continuous with respect to A,
(ii) kerCA = {0},
(iii) ranCB ⊆ (kerCA)⊥.
Proof. Assume first that B is A-absolutely continuous. If ξ ∈ kerCA, then there
exists a sequence (xn)n∈N in E so that J
∗xn → ξ in HA+B and 〈Axn, xn〉 → 0. It
is clear that 〈B(xn − xm), xn − xm〉 → 0, hence
‖ξ‖2A+B = limn→∞〈(A+B)xn, xn〉 = limn→∞〈Bxn, xn〉 = 0,
because of absolute continuity. Thus (i) implies (ii). The converse implication goes
similar: assume that kerCA = {0} and consider a sequence (xn)n∈N so that 〈Axn, xn〉 →
0 and that 〈B(xn−xm), xn−xm〉 → 0. Clearly, ((A+B)xn)n∈N is a Cauchy sequence
in HA+B and its limit ξ belongs to kerCA = {0}. This yields
〈Bxn, xn〉 ≤ 〈(A+B)xn, xn〉 → ‖ξ‖2A+B = 0,
thus B ≪ A. It remains to show that (iii) implies (ii) (the backward implication
being trivial). That will follow apparently if we show that
(5.3) kerCB ⊆ (kerCA)⊥
holds for arbitrary A and B. To this end, take ξ ∈ kerCA, ζ ∈ kerCB, and choose
a sequence (xn)n∈N such that
J∗xn →ξ, and 〈Axn, xn〉 → 0,
and choose another sequence (yn)n∈N such that
J∗yn →ζ, and 〈Byn, yn〉 → 0.
Both the sequences 〈Bxn, xn〉 and 〈Ayn, yn〉 are bounded, hence
|(ξ | ζ)
A+B
| = lim
n→∞
|(J∗xn | J∗yn)A+B |
= lim
n→∞
|〈Axn, yn〉+ 〈Bxn, yn〉|
≤ lim sup
n→∞
〈Axn, xn〉1/2〈Ayn, yn〉1/2
+ lim sup
n→∞
〈Bxn, xn〉1/2〈Byn, yn〉1/2 = 0,
which proves (5.3). 
Now we can prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 5.3. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair let
A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators. The following are equivalent:
(i) B is absolutely continuous with respect to A,
(ii) for every y ∈ E there exists a sequence (yn)n∈N in E such that
〈Bx, y〉 = lim
n→∞
〈Ax, yn〉, x ∈ E,
and the convergence is uniform on the set {x ∈ E : 〈(A+B)x, x〉 ≤ 1}.
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Proof. Recall that B is A-absolutely continuous precisely if B̂ is (the graph of)
a closable operator, or equivalently, if dom B̂∗ is dense in HB. Hence, if B ≪ A
then for every vector ξ ∈ HB there is a sequence (ξn)n∈N in dom B̂∗ such that
‖ξ − ξn‖B ≤ 1/n, n = 1, 2, . . . Furthermore, by density, we can find a sequence
(yn)n∈N in E such that ‖B̂∗ξn −Ayn‖A ≤ 1/n for each n. Hence
|(Bx | ξ)
B
− 〈Ax, yn〉| ≤ |(Bx | ξ − ξn)B |+ |(Bx | ξn)B − (Ax |Ayn)A |
= |(Bx | ξ − ξn)B |+ |(Ax | B̂∗ξn)A − (Ax |Ayn)A |
≤ 1
n
(‖Ax‖A + ‖Bx‖B) ≤
√
2
n
√
〈(A+B)x, x〉.
The choice ξ := By ∈ HB with an arbitrary y ∈ E gives that (i) implies (ii). Let
us prove now the backward implication: let y ∈ E and choose (yn)n∈N according to
(ii). Since ranJ∗ is dense in HA+B , it follows that
‖CBJ∗y − CAJ∗yn‖A+B
= sup
x∈E,‖J∗x‖A+B≤1
|(J∗x |CBJ∗y − CAJ∗yn)A+B |
= sup
x∈E,〈(A+B)x,x〉≤1
|〈Bx, y〉 − 〈Ax, yn〉| → 0.
We see therefore that ranCBJ
∗ ⊆ ranCA, and hence ranCB ⊆ (kerCA)⊥. Lemma
5.2 completes the proof. 
6. Characterizations of singularity
This section is devoted to some characterizations of singularity. Note that the
original definition of singularity is rather algebraic as depending on the ordering
induced by positivity. Below we are going to provide some further equivalent char-
acterizations which reflect some geometric and metric features of singularity. For
analogous results see [2, 18, 39].
Theorem 6.1. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and let
A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators on it. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) A and B are mutually singular,
(ii) A : B = 0,
(iii) the set {(Ax,Bx) : x ∈ E} is dense in HA ×HB,
(iv) ξ = 0 is the only vector in HB such that |(Bx | ξ)B |2 ≤Mξ〈Ax, x〉 for every
x in E,
(v) M = HB,
(vi) ranJA ∩ ranJB = {0},
(vii) for every x in E there is a sequence (xn)n∈N such that
〈Axn, xn〉 → 0 and 〈B(x− xn), x− xn〉 → 0.
Proof. Since A : B ≤ A and A : B ≤ B, (i) implies (ii). Assume (ii), then
A : B = VAQV
∗
A = VBQV
∗
B = 0,
where Q is the orthogonal projection of HA×HB onto B̂⊥. That gives Q(Ax, 0) =
0 = Q(0, By) for every x, y ∈ E. Since ranA× ranB is dense in HA×HB it follows
that
{0} = ranQ = {(Ax,Bx) : x ∈ E}⊥,
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hence (ii) implies (iii). That (iii) implies (ii) is clear from identity A : B = VAQV
∗
A.
Observe furthermore that
A : B ≤ (nA) : B ≤ (nA) : (nB) = n(A : B),
hence A : B = 0 implies (nA) : B = 0 for each n, and we have therefore Ba =
[A]B = 0 by Theorem 4.6. This means that B = Bs in the view of Theorem 3.3,
hence B ⊥ A. This proves that (ii) implies (i). The equivalence between (iv), (v),
(vi) is clear from Lemma 3.1 and identity (3.3). Supposing (v) we have Ba = 0
and hence Bs = B and hence B ⊥ A by Theorem 3.3. Conversely, if B and A are
mutually singular then, as it has been shown above, (nA) : B = 0 for each n and
thus JB(I−P )J∗B = [A]B = 0. Consequently, (I−P )(Bx) = 0 for every x ∈ E and
therefore I −P = 0 by density. Hence (i) implies (v). We see therefore that (i)-(vi)
are equivalent. Finally, suppose (iii) and fix x ∈ E, then there is a sequence (xn)n∈N
such that (Axn, Bxn)→ (0, Bx) in HA ×HB, which clearly implies 〈Axn, xn〉 → 0
and 〈B(xn − xm), xn − xm〉 → 0, hence (iii) implies (vii). Conversely, if we assume
(vii) then we have that the dense set ranB is included inM, henceM = HB. This
means that (vii) implies (v). 
As an immediate consequence we conclude that absolute continuity and singu-
larity are complementary notions in some sense:
Corollary 6.2. Let A be a positive operator on the weak-* sequentially complete
anti-dual pair 〈F,E〉. Then B = 0 is the unique positive operator which is simulta-
neously A-absolutely continuous and A-singular. In other words, B ≪ A and B ⊥ A
imply B = 0.
7. Uniqueness of the decomposition
It was pointed out by Ando [2] that the Lebesgue decomposition among positive
operators on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space is not unique. Since anti-dual
pairs are even more general, we expect the same in our case. The reason why
non-uniqueness occurs in the non-commutative integration theory is that absolute
continuity is not hereditary: B ≪ A and C ≤ B do not imply C ≪ A. In fact, it
may even happen that C 6= 0 and C ⊥ A. More explicitly, we have the following
result:
Proposition 7.1. Let A,B be positive operators on the weak-* sequentially anti-
dual pair 〈F,E〉. Suppose that B is A-absolutely continuous but not A-dominated,
i.e., there is no α ≥ 0 such that B ≤ αA. Then there is a non-zero positive operator
B′ ≤ B such that B′ ⊥ A.
Proof. By assumption, B̂ is a densely defined closed and unbounded operator be-
tween HA and HB, hence dom B̂∗ is a proper dense subspace of HB. Choose a
vector ζ ∈ HB \ dom B̂∗ and denote by Qζ the orthogonal projection onto the one-
dimensional subspace Hζ generated by ζ. Set B
′ := JBQζJ
∗
B, then clearly B
′ ≤ B.
We claim that B′ ⊥ A, which is equivalent to ranJA ∩ ranJB′ = {0} by Theorem
6.1. To see this we observe first that ranJB′ = ranJBQζ because of Theorem 2.1,
namely,
‖J∗B′x‖2B′ = 〈B′x, x〉 = 〈JBQζJ∗Bx, x〉 = ‖QζJ∗Bx‖2B, x ∈ E.
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Suppose f = JBQζξ belongs to ranJA, which means that Qζξ ∈ dom B̂∗, according
to Lemma 3.1. Since we haveHζ∩dom B̂∗ = {0}, it follows that Qζξ = 0 and f = 0,
accordingly. 
The next result gives a complete characterization of uniqueness of the Lebesgue
decomposition. We mention that this is a direct generalization of Ando’s uniqueness
result [2, Theorem 6]. We also refer the reader to [20, Theorem 7.8] and [19, Theorem
4.6].
Theorem 7.2. Let 〈F,E〉 be a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and let
A,B ∈ L (E;F ) be positive operators. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) the Lebesgue-decomposition of B into A-absolutely continuous and A-singul-
ar parts is unique,
(ii) dom B̂∗ ⊆ HB is closed,
(iii) B̂reg is norm continuous between HA and HB,
(iv) Ba ≤ αA for some α ≥ 0,
(v) JB〈M⊥〉 ⊆ ranJA.
Proof. We start by proving that (i) implies (ii). Suppose therefore that dom B̂∗
is not closed and consider a unit vector ζ ∈ M⊥ \ dom B̂∗. Denote by Qζ the
orthogonal projection onto the one dimensional subspace Hζ spanned by ζ. Then
P1 := P +Qζ is a projection and
B1 := JB(I − P1)J∗B, B2 := JBP1J∗B
are positive operators from E to F such that B1 + B2 = B. Clearly, B1 6= Ba and
B2 6= Bs. We claim that B1 ≪ A and B2 ⊥ A. Since the map
T (Ax) := (I − P )Bx, x ∈ E
defines a closable operator betweenHA andHB, it follows that (I−Qζ)T is closable
too. Indeed,
dom(T ∗(I −Qζ)) = Hζ ⊕ [domT ∗ ∩H⊥ζ ],
and it is known that a dense subspace of a Hilbert space is dense in every finite
co-dimensional subspace. Consequently, ((I −Qζ)T )∗ is densely defined and hence
(I −Qζ)T is closable. A straightforward calculation shows that
‖(I −Qζ)T (Ax)‖2B = 〈B1x, x〉, x ∈ E,
whence it follows that B1 ≪ A. To check that B2 ⊥ A we argue as in the proof of
Proposition 7.1. First we observe that ranJB2 = ranJB(P +Qζ) by Theorem 2.1.
Furthermore, if f = JB(P +Qζ)ξ ∈ ranJA then (P +Qζ)ξ ∈ dom B̂∗, according to
Lemma 3.1. But we have ran(P +Qζ)∩dom B̂∗ = {0}, hence f = 0. Consequently,
ranJA ∩ ranJB2 = {0}, and therefore B2 ⊥ A. Summing up, B = B1 + B2 is
a Lebesgue decomposition of B with respect to A that differs from the canonical
Lebesgue decomposition B = Ba + Bs, i.e., the Lebesgue decomposition is not
unique.
To prove that (ii) implies (iii) assume that dom B̂∗ is a closed subspace of HB,
then B̂∗ is bounded by the closed graph theorem. The same holds true for B̂reg.
If B̂reg is bounded, then from (3.8) we conclude that Ba = JAB̂
∗
regB̂regJ
∗
A, and
therefore Ba ≤ αA with α := ‖B̂reg‖2. Hence (iii) implies (iv). Note that (iv) is
equivalent to ranJB(I − P ) ⊆ ranJA in virtue of Theorem 2.1, hence (iv) and (v)
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are equivalent. Assume finally (iv) and let B1+B2 be any Lebesgue decomposition
of B with respect to A, where B1 ≪ A and B2 ⊥ A. By Theorem 3.3, B2 ≤ Ba,
hence 0 ≤ Ba − B1 ≤ Ba ≤ αA. Consequently, 0 ≤ B2 − Bs = (Ba − B1) ≤ αA
and B2 − Bs ≤ B2, and therefore B2 − Bs = 0 by singularity. This means that
B2 = Bs and B1 = B0, proving that the Lebesgue decomposition is unique. The
proof is complete. 
Below we give a sufficient condition on an operator A such that the A-Lebesgue
decomposition of every operator B be unique.
Lemma 7.3. Let A be a positive operator on a weak-* sequentially complete anti-
dual pair 〈F,E〉. The following assertions are equivent:
(i) ranA is weak-* sequentially closed in F ,
(ii) ranA is a Hilbert space under the inner product (· | ·)
A
.
Proof. Assume first that ranA is weak-* sequentially closed in F . We are going to
show that HA = ranA. It suffices to show that JA coincides with its restriction to
ranA. That will be obtained by showing that kerJA ⊆ ker(JA|ranA) and ranJA ⊆
ran(JA|ranA). The first inclusion is clear because JA is injective:
kerJA = (ranJ
∗
A)
⊥ = (ranA)⊥ = {0}.
The second range inclusion follows from the fact that ranJA is contained in the
weak-* sequential closure of the range of JA|ranA in F , that is identical with ranA
by (i). This proves that (i) implies (ii). Assume conversely that ranA = HA and let
f belong to the weak-* sequential closure of ranA in F . Choose a sequence (xn)n∈N
such that
〈f, x〉 = lim
n→∞
〈Axn, x〉, x ∈ E.
For every n let us define a continuous conjugate linear functional ϕn : HA → C by
ϕn(Ax) := (Axn |Ax)A = 〈Axn, x〉, x ∈ E.
Then (ϕn)n∈N converges pointwise to some bounded conjugate linear functional ϕ :
HA → C, because of the Banach–Steinhaus theorem. By the Riesz representation
theorem, there exists z ∈ E such that ϕ(Ax) = (Az |Ax)
A
, x ∈ E, and therefore
〈f, x〉 = (Az |Ax)
A
= 〈Az, x〉, x ∈ E.
Consequently, f = Az ∈ ranA. 
Theorem 7.4. Let A be a positive operator on a weak-* sequentially complete anti-
dual pair 〈F,E〉. If the range of A is weak-* sequentially closed then every positive
operator B ∈ L (E;F ) admits a unique Lebesgue decomposition with respect to A.
Proof. According to the preceding lemma, ranA is complete under the inner prod-
uct (· | ·)
A
, i.e., ranA = HA. The closed operator B̂reg is everywhere defined on HA
and thus bounded by the closed graph theorem. The Lebesgue decomposition of B
with respect to A is unique by Theorem 7.2. 
8. Applications
To conclude the paper we apply the developed decomposition theory to some
concrete objects including Hilbert space operators, Hermitian forms, representable
functionals, and additive set functions.
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8.1. Positive operators on Hilbert spaces. Let H be a complex Hilbert space
with inner product (· | ·), then 〈H,H〉 forms a anti-dual pair with 〈·, ·〉 := (· | ·).
An immediate application of the Banach–Steinhaus theorem shows that 〈H,H〉 is
weak-* sequentially complete, thus everything what has been said so far remains
valid for 〈H,H〉 and the positive operators on it.
We shortly summarize Ando’s main results [2, Theorem 2 and 6] in a statement.
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 3.3, 5.1 and 7.2.
Theorem 8.1. Let A,B be bounded positive operators on a complex Hilbert space
H and let Ba := lim
n→∞
(nA) : B where the limit is taken in the strong operator
topology and let Bs := B −Ba. Then
(8.1) B = Ba +Bs
is a Lebesgue-type decomposition, i.e., Ba is A-absolutely continuous and Bs is A-
singular. Ba is maximal among those positive operators C ≥ 0 such that C ≤ B
and C ≪ A. The Lebesgue decomposition (8.1) is unique if and only if Ba ≤ αA
for some constant α ≥ 0.
8.2. Nonnegative forms. Let D be a complex vector space and let t, w be non-
negative Hermitian forms on it. Let us denote by D¯∗ the algebraic dual space of D,
then 〈D¯∗,D〉 forms a weak-* sequentially complete anti-dual pair and
〈Tx, y〉 := t(x, y), 〈Wx, y〉 := w(x, y), x, y ∈ D
define two positive operators T,W : D → D¯∗. We recall that the form t is called
w-almost dominated if there is a monotonically nondecreasing sequence of forms
tn such that tn ≤ αnw for some αn ≥ 0 and tn → t pointwise. Similarily, t is
called w-closable if for every sequence (xn)n∈N of D such that w(xn, xn) → 0 and
t(xn − xm, xn − xm)→ 0 it follows that t(xn, xn)→ 0.
It is immediate to conclude that the form t is w-closable if and only if the operator
T is W -absolutely continuous. Similarly, t is w-almost dominated precisely when T
isW -almost dominated. Consequently, from Theorem 5.1 it follows that the notions
of closability and almost dominatedness are equivalent (cf. also [19, Theorem 3.8]).
The map t 7→ T between nonnegative hermiatian forms and positive operators on
D is a bijection, so from Theorem 3.3 and 7.2 we conclude the following result (see
[19, Theorem 2.11 and 4.6]):
Theorem 8.2. Let t,w be nonnegative Hermitian forms on a complex vector space
D and let ta(x, x) := lim
n→∞
((n t) : s)(x, x), x ∈ D and ts := t− ta. Then
(8.2) t = ta+ ts
is a Lebesgue-type decomposition of t with respect to w, i.e., ta is w-absolutely
continuous and ts is w-singular. Furthermore, ta is maximal among those forms s
such that s ≤ t and s≪ w. The Lebesgue decomposition (8.2) is unique if and only
if ta ≤ αw for some constant α ≥ 0.
8.3. Representable functionals. Let A be a ∗-algebra (with or without unit),
i.e., an algebra endowed with an involution. A functional f : A → C is called
representable if there is a triple (Hf , pif , ζf ) such thatHf is a Hilbert space, ζf ∈ Hf
and pif : A → B(Hf ) is a *-algebra homomorphism such that
f(a) = (pif (a)ζf | ζf )f , a ∈ A .
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A straightforward verification shows that every representable functional f is positive
hence the map A : A → A¯ ∗ defined by
(8.3) 〈Aa, b〉 := f(b∗a), a, b ∈ A
is a positive operator. (Note however that not every positive operator A arises from
a representable functional f in the above way.) Denote by HA the corresponding
auxiliary Hilbert space. It is easy to show that pif : A → B(HA), a 7→ pif (a)
is a *-homomorphism, where the bounded operator pif (a) arises from the densely
defined one given by
pif (a)(Ab) := A(ab), b ∈ A .
It follows from the representability of f that |f(a)|2 ≤ Cf(a∗a), a ∈ A , for some
constant C ≥ 0 and hence
Aa 7→ f(a), a ∈ A
defines a continuous linear functional from ranA ⊆ HA to C. The corresponding
representing functional ζf satisfies
(Aa | ζf )A = f(a), a ∈ A ,
and admits the useful property pif (a)ζf = Aa. It follows therefore that
f(a) = (pif (a)ζf | ζf )A , a ∈ A .
Let g be another representable functional on A . We say that g is f -absolutely
continuous if for every sequence (an)n∈N of A such that f(a
∗
nan)→ 0 and g((an −
am)
∗(an−am))→ 0 it follows that g(a∗nan)→ 0. Furthermore, g and f are singular
with respect to each other if h = 0 is the only representable functional such that
h ≤ f and h ≤ g.
Denote by B : A → A¯ ∗ be the positive operator associated with g and let
(HB, pig, ζg) the corresponding GNS-triplet obtained along the above procedure.
Let us introduce M ⊆ HB and P as in Section 3. Then M and M⊥ are both
pig-invariant, so
gs(a) := (pig(a)Pζg |Pζg)B , ga(a) := (pig(a)(I − P )ζg | (I − P )ζg)B
are representable functionals on A such that
(8.4) 〈Baa, b〉 = ga(b∗a), 〈Bsa, b〉 = gs(b∗a).
It is clear therefore that ga ≪ f and gs ⊥ f . If A has a unit element 1 then the
absolutely continuous and singular parts can be written in a much simpler form:
ga(a) = 〈Ba1, a〉, gs(a) = 〈Bs1, a〉, a ∈ A .
After these observations we can state the corresponding Lebesgue decomposition
theorem of representable functionals [38, Theorem 3.3]; cf. also [17, Corollary 3]
and [40, Theorem 3.3]:
Theorem 8.3. Let f, g be representable functionals on the *-algebra A , then ga
and gs are representable functionals such that g = ga+ gs, where ga is f -absolutely
continuous and gs is f -singular. Furthermore, ga is is maximal among those repre-
sentable functionals h such that h ≤ g and h≪ f .
Finally we note that not every positive operator A : A → A¯ ∗ arises from a
representable functional, hence the question of uniqueness of the Lebesgue decom-
position cannot be answered via Theorem 7.2. For a detailed discussion of this
delicate problem we refer the reader to [40].
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8.4. Finitely additive and σ-additive set functions. Let X be a non-empty
set and A be an algebra of sets on X . Let α be a non-negative finitely additive
measure and denote by S the unital *-algebra of A-measurable functions, then α
induces a positive operator A : S → S¯ ∗ by
〈Aϕ,ψ〉 :=
∫
ϕψ¯ dα, ϕ, ψ ∈ S .
We notice that we can easily recover α from A, namely
(8.5) α(R) = 〈AχR, χR〉, R ∈ A .
However, not every positive operator A : S → S¯ ∗ induces a finitely additive
measure, as it turns out from the next statement.
Proposition 8.4. If A : S → S¯ ∗ is a positive operator then (8.5) defines an
additive set function if and only if
(8.6) 〈A|ϕ|, |ϕ|〉 = 〈Aϕ,ϕ〉, ϕ ∈ S .
Proof. The “only if” part of the statement is clear. For the converse suppose that
A satisfies (8.6). For every two disjoint sets R1, R2 ∈ A we have
α(R1 ∪R2) = 1
2
{〈A(χR1 + χR2), χR1 + χR2〉+ 〈A(χR1 − χR2), χR1 − χR2〉}
= 〈AχR1 , χR1〉+ 〈AχR2 , χR2〉 = α(R1) + α(R2),
proving the additivity of α. 
Assume that we are given another nonnegative additive set function β on A, then
β is called absolutely continuous with respect to α if for each ε > 0 there exists
some δ > 0 such that R ∈ A and α(R) < δ imply β(R) < ε. Furthermore, α and
β are mutually singular if γ = 0 is the only nonnegative additive set function such
that γ ≤ α and γ ≤ β.
Our claim is to prove that the Lebesgue decomposition of β with respect to α
can also be derived from that of the induced positive operators. To this aim we
note first that singularity of A and B obviously implies the singularity of α and β.
It is less obvious that A-absolute continuity of B implies the α-absolute continuity
of β (cf. also [37, Lemma 3.1]). To see this consider a sequence (Rn)n∈N of A such
that α(Rn)→ 0. Clearly,
(J∗AχRn | J∗AχRn)A = 〈AχRn , χRn〉 → 0.
Since (J∗BχRn | J∗BχRn)B ≤ β(X), the sequence (J∗BχRn)n∈N is bounded in HB, and
for every ξ ∈ dom B̂∗,
(J∗BχRn | ξ)B = (J∗AχRn | B̂∗ξ)A → 0.
Consequently, J∗BχRn → 0 weakly in HB , and hence BχRn → 0 in S¯ ∗ with respect
to the weak-* topology σ(S¯ ∗,S ). This implies that
β(Rn) = 〈BχRn , 1〉 → 0,
hence β ≪ α.
Theorem 8.5. Let α, β : A → R+ be nonnegative additive set functions. There
exist two nonnegative additive set functions βa, βs such that β = βa+ βs, where βa
is α-absolutely continuous and βs is α-singular.
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Proof. Consider the A-Lebesgue-decomposition B = Ba +Bs of the corresponding
induced operators. According to the above observation it suffices to show that Ba
(and hence also Bs) is induced by an additive set function βa (respectively, βs). By
Proposition 8.4, this will be done if we prove that
(8.7) 〈Baϕ, ϕ〉 = 〈Ba|ϕ|, |ϕ|〉, ϕ ∈ S .
Set
f(ϕ) :=
∫
ϕdα, g(ϕ) :=
∫
ϕdβ, ϕ ∈ S ,
so that f, g are representable functionals on S . By Theorem 8.3, g splits into f -
absolutely continuous and f -singular parts ga, gs respectively. By (8.4),
〈Baϕ, ϕ〉 = ga(|ϕ|2), ϕ ∈ S .
This obviously gives (8.7). 
Finally, assume that A is a σ-algebra and µ, ν are finite measures on A. By
Theorem 8.5 there exist two nonnegative (finitely) additive set functions νa, νs
such that ν = νa + νs where νa ≪ µ and νs ⊥ µ. Note that both functions are
dominated by the measure ν, hence νa, νs are forced to be σ-additive. This fact
leads us the Lebesgue decomposition of measures:
Corollary 8.6. If µ, ν are finite measures on a σ-algebra A then there exist two
measures νa, νs such that ν = νa + νs, where νa is µ-absolutely continuous and νs
is µ-singular.
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